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Please select the primary basis for your decision. You may also write a comment describing the basis for your 
decision. 

D Claim should have been excluded. 

D Claim should have been denied. 

D Claim should not have been exduded. 

1Z1 Claim should not have been denied. 

D No error. 

Comment (optional). 

Claimant,the owner of a seafood processing business in ,appeals the denial of his BEL claim on 
the basis he had previously submitted a prior BEL claim as the owner and operator of the same business and 
compensated.In its response to this appeal BP asserts the record is not clear on what basis the Settlement 
Program(SP) made its determination the claim was barred and suggested a Summary of Review was 
appropriate. A Summary of Review was requested and received wherein the SP conceded that due "to 
oversight" it had used incorrect documentary data in its review to conclude claimant was not eligible to be 
compensated under its policy prohibiting double recovery. Accordingly, it is necessary to remand this claim to 
the Claims Administrator for proper evaluation using correct financial records. 
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